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Abstract
This paper deals with an identification method for the unknown para-
meters in a linear discrete dynamic econometric system.
The identification method can be formulated as an approximation
problem and distincts itself from conventional methods by charging
observation errors on the endogenous and exogenous variables and by
introduciag amall time varying fluctuations on the (autonomous) para-
meters.
Some experimental results will be given for L.R. IQeins Model 2.
Finally the system will be considered as a stochastic model and some
atatistical properties of the identification (estimation) method will
be diacusaed.- 2 -
Notation
The standard inner product of the vectors x and y: x'y
The euclidean norm of a vector x
The ith component of the vector x
The set of nxm matrices
The transposed of a matrix A
The euclidean norm of a matrix A
The nxn identity matrix
i




: I E M
n n,n
The i,jth element of the matrix A : Aij
The ith column of the matrix A :(A)i
The set of positive definite matrices : PD
The set of positive semi definite matrices : PSD
The gradient of a vector function f(x) : Oxf
The Hessian of a vector function f(x) : O~f
The expectation of a stochastic vector
(variable) x : E x
The variance of a stochastic variable ~ : var(~)
The variance-covariance matrix of a stochastic
vector x E R p : VAR(x) E M
- - P~P- 3 -
The covariance of two atochastic variables
~~ and r~ : cov(~~,r~)
The covariance matrix of two stochastic vectors
x~ E RP and x2 E R q : COV(x~,x,Z) E M
- P.41. Introduction
We ususlly consider econometric models with the structural form:
yttl - ~t t Bxt (t-o,1,....) (1)
where the vector yt E R n represents the set of endogenous variables
and the vector xt E R m represents the set of exogenous variables
in time t.
The matrices A E Mn n and B E Mn m contain the unknown structural
~ ~
parameters of the system.
Equation (1) never gives an exact description of the econometric
system. The following influences are neglected, though they may be
relevant to the system as well:
(i) Nonlinear terms in xt and yt
(ii) Another lagging structure
(iii) More relevant (exogenous) variables
(iv) Observation errors in the data
(v) Small time dependent disturbances on the autonomous
parameters.
Several methods are available to evaluate the unknown matrices A
and B on the basis of observed (measured) values of the endogenous
and exogenous variables during a certain time period, say [0,1,...,T]
(e.g. see [ 1J ,( 2] ). One of the most widely applied methods is the
method of ordinary least aquares ( OLS). This method is based on
the assumption that all uncertain unflue:~ces, described abové, are
fully attributed to a residual rt (rt E R n):
yttl -~t t Bxt t rt ( t-0,1,...,T-1) . (2)
The OLS method consists of minimization of the following function:-5-
T-t
min { 3: ~rtM2IYtt1 - Ayt t Bxt t rt, rt E~ n (t-0,...,T-1),
t~)
A C Mn n'
B E Mn m}. (3)
~ ~
So the sum of the squared norms of the T residuals is to be minimized.
Related with the OLS method is the so-called weighted least sauares
method (WLS), (iiven the matrices Qt E Mn n n PD, Qt diagonal
(t~0,...,T-1), wc minimize the function:~
T-1
min { E rt Qt rt~Yttt -~Yt t Bxt t rt~ rt E R n ( t-0,...,T-1)
t-0
A E Mn n, B E Mn m}' (4) . ~
The WLS method gives the possibility of weighting the residuals
according to some criterion. In the case when the OLS residuals are
big in norm, it is acceptable trying to attribute those unknown
influences partly to small observation errors in the data on one side
and to small time varying fluctuations on the parameters on the other
side:
Yyt1 } ~ttt - (AtEt)(Ytt~t) t (BtFt)(xt}nt) } rt
(t-0,...,T-t). (5)
Here the vectors ~t E R n(t-0,...,T) and ~t E R m(t-0,....,T-t)
are corresponding to the observation errors in yt and xt respective-
ly. The matrices Et E Mn n and Ft E Mn m(t-0,...,T-1) represent
. ~
the fluctuations on A and B respectively. In argreement with the
OLS method we introduce the following criterion for evaluating
the matrices A and B:- 6
T-1
min{ E [ Artl2 t I~t12 t Nnti2 t IEt12 t IFt12 t I~T12~
t-0
~Ytt1 t~tt1 -(AtEt)(Ytt~t) t(BtFt)(xttnt) t rt~
n
p~Et E Mn~n, B,Ft E Mn~m~ ~t~~rrsrt E R ~
nt E R m (t-0,....,T-1)}. (6)
We notice that this method can be considered as an extension of
the OLS method. We shall call this method the composed ordinary
least squares method (COLS).
The following criterion relates COLS to the WLS method:
T-1 n




t E(Ft)~ Ttj(Ft)j) t~T ~~T ~ytt1 t
j-1
- (AtEt)(Ytt~t) t (BtFt)(xttnt) t rt~
~tt1 -
p,Et E Mn n, B,Ft E Mn m~ ~t~~T~ rt E R n,
s e
nt E R m (t-0,....,T-1)}. (7)
Here we assume that the matrices Qt E Mn,n'
Rt E r~n n' Pt E Mm m' ~ .
Sti E Mn n and
Tt E Mn n
are known, positive definite and diagonal.
, j .
Criterion (7) presents the possibility of weighting e.g. the
contribution of ~t with regard to the contribution of Et. Furthermore
it is possible in (7) to replace absolute errors by relative errors.
We call (7) the composed wei~hted least squares method (CWLS).
In chapter 2 we derive an iterative procedure for solving the COLS
problem (6). If is easy to verify that the CWLS problem can be
treated in the same way. In chapter 3 we assume that the residuals- 7 -
rt are all equal to zero and the minimization is with respect to
A, B, ~t, nt, Et and Ft only.
G~u~rent econometric models (e.g. Models I and III of L.R. Klein,
Klein-Goldberger Model) are not given in the structural form (1).
Those models consist of two subsets of equations: a set of reaction
equations, where all the unknown parameters appear, and a set
of definition equations (identities), which hold exactly for all
the observations. In chapter 4 we introduce a general iterative
method for estimating this kind of models, by extending the method
of chapter 2.
In chapter 5 we give some experimental results. The Model I of
L.R. Klein (see [ 3]) is choosen as an example. It appears that
a very significant reduction of the OLS residuals is achieved by
the introduction of comparatively small fluctuations on the data
and the parameters.
In the following two chapters we consider stochastic models i.e.
models where the state vector yt, the residual rt, the observation
errors ~t, nt and the time varying fluctuations Et, Ft are random.
We shall restrict ourselves to models with only stochastic residuals
and stochastic parameter fluctuations. Observation errors are left
out of consideration.
First we dicuss in chapter 6 the general static model, which leads
to a surprising result. Namely, if the identification method of
chapter 2 is considered as a statistical estimation method with
respect to the unknown parameters than this method is equivalent
to an estimation method of a heteroscedastic regression model.
Finally in chapter 7 some remarks are made concerning the stochastic
dynamic model.2. An iterative procedure solving the COLS problem.
From (6) it follows that the COLS problem can be stated in the
form:
T-1
min{ E [~Ytt1 } ~ttt - (AtEt)(Ytt~t) - (BtFt)(xttnt)~2 t
t-0
t I~t12 t Int12 t IEt12 t
IFt~2) }~~T~2 ~A'Et E Mn n' ~
g~Ft E D4n m' ~t' ~T E R n~ nt E R m (t-0,...,T-1)}. (8)
~
The residuals rt (0 ~ t ~ T-1) are eliminated; after solving (8)
their optimal values are determined by
rt - Ytt1 } ~ttt - (AtEt)(ytt~ti - (BtFt)(xttnt) .
(t-0,....,T-1) (9)
The problem is now reduced to a minimiza}ion problem without
constraints. The total number of unknown parameters is (Tt1)
(n2tnmtntm) -m.
This number grows fast when the dimension of the problem and the
lenght of the sample period increase. Not the intricacy of the
function but the large number of the unkn~~wn parameters turn out
to be the most difficult obstacle when solving (8).
Several numerical methods are available for solving unconstrained
minimization problems (e.g. see [ 4) ,[ 5] ). We mention here the
conjugate gradient method, because the gradients can be calculated
rather simple. ~rthermore a Gauss-Newton method could be suitable,
because the objective function is a sum of squares.
Hoewever, we shall develop here another procedure. The reason for
it can be the best explained as follows. lt is possible splitting
up the original problem (8) into two subproblems. The subproblems are:(i) The optimization in (8) is only with respect to ~t E R n
(t-0,....,T) and nt E R m(t-0,...,T-1). The values of
the matrices A, B, Et and Ft (t-0,....,T-1) are assumed to
be fixed.
(ii) TY.e optimization in (8) is only with respect to
A,Et E Mn~n, B,Ft E Mn,m
(t-0,....,T-1). The values of
the vectors ~t (t-0,....,T) and nt (t-0,....,T-1) are
assumed to be fixed.
These subproblems have the favourable property that they can be
solved partially in an analytical way and this means that we will
exploit the structure of the problem.
The two subproblems are the basis for an iterative numerical method
for solving the original problem. First of all we define the
function G:R (Ttt)(n2tnmtntm)-m i R as follows:
G(A,B,~G...~,p, nG,...,nT-~, EG,...,E,r-~, FO,....,FT-~): -
T-1
E (lyttl } ~tt1
- (AtEt)(Ytt~t) - (BtFt)(xttnt)12 t
t-0
t I~t12 t lnt12 t IEt12 t IFt12] t I~T12 . (~p)
Then the problem is to minimize the function G with respect to
n m
A E Mn~n, B E Mn~m, ~D,....~T E R ~ n~~...~ nT-~ E R ,
E~,...,ET-~ E Mn~n and F~,...,FT-~ E Mn~m.
2
We notice that if we define the function H:R n}~ i R by
H(A,B): - C(A,B,O,...,0,0,...,0,0,...,0,0,...,0) (17)
then the minimization problem min H(A,B) is identical as the OLS
problem: ~ A'B- 10 -
We shall now derive the necessary conditions for the function G
having a minimum by calculating the gradients with respect to
A,B,~O,....,ET~nO....,nT-1, EO,....,ET-1, FO,....,FT-1 and putting
them zero afterwards.
We notice that in addition to the ususl gradient of a function with
respect to a vector, we shall use here the gradient with respect
to a matrix (see Appendix A). Furthermore the shorter notation
G(A,B,E3,n,E,F) will be used.
The concerning gradients are:
vA G(A,~,n,E-;F) -
T-1













2 ~t - 2(AtEt)'[Yttt } ~tt1 - (AtEt)(Ytt~t) - (BtFt)(xttnt)1 t
t 2~yt t ~t - (AtEt-t)(Yt-tt~t-t) - (BtFt-1)(xt-ltnt-1)1
(t-1,...,T-t) (t5)- 11 -
v~ G(A,B,F3,n,E,F) -
T
2 ET } 2IYt t ~T - (AtET-1)(YT-1tET-1) - (BtFT-1)(xT-1tnT-i)1
an G(A~B~~~n~E,F) -
T - -








2 Ft - ~ Yttt } ~ttt ~ (AtEt)(YttEt) - ( BtFt)(xttnt)1(xttnt)'.
(t-0,....,T-1) (19)
With (9) we get
T-1
vA G(A,B,F~,n.E,F) - -2 E rt(yttEt)'
t-0
T-1




v~ G(A,B,~,r1,E,F) - 2 ~0 - 2(AtEO)'r0 (22)
0 -
,
v~ G(A,B,~,r~,E,F) - 2~t - 2(AtE~'rt t 2 rt-1
t -
(t-t,....,T-1) (23)- 12 -




vn G(A,B,F~,2,E,F) - 2 nt - 2(BfFtJ'rt (t-0,...,T-1) (25)
t - -
vE G(A,B,~,n~E~F) - 2 Et - 2 rt(Ytt~t)' (t-0,....,T-1) (26)
t - -
vF G(A,B,~,n~E~F) - 2 Ft - 2 rt(xttnt)' (t-0,....,'1'-1). (27)
t - -
Setting all these graàients equal to zero we get the first order
conditions for a stationary point:
T-1
E rt(Ytt~t)' - 0
t-0
T-1
E rt(xttrlt)' - 0
t-0
~0 - (AtEO)'r0







nt - (BtFt)'rt (t-0,....,T-1) (33)- 13 -
Et - rt(yt~~t)~ (t-0,...,T-1) (34)
Ft - rt(xttnt)' (t-0,...,T-1) . (35)
If a point ( A,B,f~,n,E,F) satisfies the conditions (28) .... (35),
it is not necessary the minimum we are looking for. It is possible
that this point is a saddle point or a local minimum.
However, a stationary point can never generate a(local) maximum
because the partial Hessian
v~ n G(A,B,f37r1,E,F) - 2[Im t (BtFt)'(BtFt)] (36)
t t --
is positive definite everywhere!










We shall now discuss the two subproblems, we mentioned before. First
we shall investigate the problem that the optimization takes place
over only the ~t's (t-0,...,T) and the nt's (t-0,...,T-1) assuming
that the matrices A,B,E~,...,Et-~, F~,...,FT-~ are fixed.
Hence, assuming knowledge about the parameters and the fluctuations
of the parameters, we attribute errors to the data in an optimal way.- 14 -
Second we shall minimize the flinction G with respect tot A, B,
EO,...ET-1, FO,...,FT-t
while the values of ~t and r1t are fixed.
Now, assuming knowledge about the errors on the data, we attribute
fluctuations of the parameters in an optimal way and calculate
the optimal parameters.
I. Fixed A, B, E and F.
We are only charging residuals rt (t-0,...,T-1) and
observation errors ~t (t-0,...,T) and nt (t-0,...,T-1). The first
order conditions (30), (31), (32) and (33) play a role here.
Define At: - AtEt, Bt: - BtFt,
st: - Yttl - At yt - Bt xt
(t-0,...,T-1). Then the residuals rt can be written as
rt - st } ~ttt - At ~t - Bt nt (t-0,...,T-1). (39)
The conditions (30), (31), (32) and (33) Rre respectively equal to
~ ~0 - AO r0





nt - Bt rt (t-0,...,T-1) . (43)
From (39) it follows that
r0 - s0 t A ~ r 1 - r0 - AO A~ r0 - BO B~ r0 ( 44 }
rt - st } Att1 rttl - rt - At At rt } At rt-1 - Bt Bt rt
T-t,....,T-2) (45)-~5-
Hence
I rT-1 - sT-1 - rT-1 -~-1 ~-1 rT-1 }
l
~ t A2,-~ rT-2 - BT-~ BT-~ rT-~ ,
(2 In } AO A~ t AO B~)r0
- A1 rt so






















-~ 2 ; 2IntAT-2~-2}BT-2BT-2 ; -~-1
~ ~
~ - ~P-1 ~21n}~-1~-1}BT-1BT-1
The block tridiagonal matrix in (50) is non-singular (even positive
definite); for this matrix can be written as- ~6 -
IntBOBÓ 0 AO ;-In 0 AO ~-In Í
0 ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
IntB~B~ ; A~ ~ -In ~ A1 i -In ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
` ~ ~~ . (5~) .~ ~~` ~~ .~ ~
. ~ ~ ~ , ~~ ~ ~ , ~ ~~ ~
0 IntBT-~B,~-1 0 ~-1 ~-I 0 AT-~ ~ -In
~ ~
From the equations (50), (40), (41), (42) en (43) we can determine
the optimal F~, n and r.
II. Fixed F~ and r1
We shall minimize the function G with respect to the
structural matrices A, B and the parameter Pluctuations Et,
Ft (t-0,...,T-1). The first order conditions (28), (29), (34) and
(35) are of importance.
We define here yt: - yt }~t (t-0,...,T) and xt: ~ xt } nt
(t-0,...,T-1). Then we have
rt - yttl - (AtEt)yt - ( BtFt)xt (t~0,...,T-1) (52)





E rt xt - 0
t-0
Et - rt yt
(t~0,....,T-1)





From (52), (55) and (56) it follows:- 17 -
rt - Ytt1 - A yt - B xt - rt [ lyttl2 t IXtM2~ .
(t-0,....,T-1)
H~.nce




at: -[1 t IYtp2 t Axt~2)-1,2 (t-0,...,T-1) . (59)
Now the conditions (53) and (54) are similar to:
T-1
E at(yt~,1 - A yt - B xt)yt - 0
t-o
T-1




From the equations (60) and (61) it is possible to calculate the
optimal A and B; furthermore the optimal parameter fluctuations
E and F are determined by the equations (58), (55) and (56).
It is easy to verify that the optimal matrices A and B are the
solution of the following WLS problem:
T-1
min{ E atlyt}1 - A yt - B xtN2lA E Mn n, B E hín m}. (62)
t-0 ' '
Hence the matrices A and B can be calculated using known technics
from the linear regression theory. It is evident that some usual
troubles may appear in the case that the solution of (62) is not
unique. A necessary condition with,respect to this uniqueness is
given by: T ~ ntm.- t8 -
So far the treatment of the two subproblems. We now have the
possibility to solve the original problem in an iterative way.
For that purpose we consider the following procedure:
(0): : G; ~(0): - 0; 1: -
Given
F~(1-t), n(1-t),
calculate the optimal E, F, A, B;
indicate the optimal values by E(1), F~1), A(1), B(1)
Given E(1), F(1), A(1), B(1), calculate the optimal ~, n;
indicate the optimal values by r~(1),
n(1)
. - 1 t 1
This proces can be illustrated as followa:- 19 -
q~g~E~F
It's evident that in principle any arbitrary point (A, B, E, F,
Fi, ~) can be taken as a starting point with respect to the iterative
procedure.- 20 -
3. A special case: all residuals equal to zero
In this chapter we shall investigate the problem that the unknown
influences, described in chapter 1,are attributed fully to small
observation errors in the data and to small time varying fluctuations
on the structural matrices:
yttl } ~tt1 - (AtEt)(Ytt~t) t (BtFt)(xttnt) (t-0,...,T-1).(63)
Hence the residuals rt do not appear here. Corresponding to the
COLS problem we introduce here the follow-ng criterion:
T-1
min { E[ 1~ti 2 tl nt12 t 1 Et12 t 1 Ft12 t 1~T12 ~
t-0
~Ytt1 } ~tt1 - (AtEt)(Yt}Et) t (BtFt)(xttnt)~
p,gt E Mn n, B,Ft E Mn~m~ ~t~ ~T E R ns
.
nt E R m (t-0,...,T-1)}. (6b)
This minimization problem does not have the property that it can
be stated as an unconstraint optimization problem by making a
simple substitution. In the previous chapter we had that possibility.
Hence we have to follow another method, namely the method of the




E[I~t~2 t Int12 t lEt12 f IFt12j t I~T12 t
t~0
T-1
t 2 E at[Yttt}~tt1-(AtEt)(YttEt)-(BtFt)(xttnt)1. (65)
t-o- 21 -
Here the vectors at E R n contain the nT Lagrange multipliers.
The Lagrange theory says: derive the first order conditions of
the function L.with respect to A, B,
EO'" ''~T' n0'" ''nT-1'
E~,...,ET-1, FQ,....,FT-1 and a~,...,aT-1.
Then the set of extremal points of the problem (64) is a subset
of the set of stationary points of the Lagrange problem (65).
A neceasary condition for this assertion is the s~-called rank con-
dition i.e. the condition that the normals of the constraints in
an extremal point of the problem (64) are linear independent. One
can verify that in this case the rank condition holds.
First of all we shall calculate the gradients of the function L.
Again the shorter notation L(A, B, F~, n, E, F, a) will be used.
T-1
vA L(A, B, Fs, r1, E, F, a) --2 E~t(yt}~t)'
(66)
- - - t~0
T-1
VB L(A, B, ~, n, E~ F, a) --2 E at(xtfnt)' (67)
- - - t-o
9~ L(A,B,~,n,E,F,a) - 2~0 - 2(AtE~)' a~ (68)
o --
o~ L(A,B,~,n,E,F,a) - 2~t - 2(AtEt)' at t 2 at-1
t
(t-1,....,T-1) (69)
v~ L(A,B,~,n,E,F,a) - 2~T t 2
aT-1
T - - -




vE L(A,B,~,n,E,F,a) - 2 Et - 2 at(Yt}Et),
t
(t-0,...,T-1) (72)-22-





- Ytt1 } ~tt1 - (AtEt)(Yt}~t) - (BtFt)(xttnt)
(t-0,...,T-1) . (7~)
The Pirst order conditions we find by setting all theae gradients
equal to zero:
T-1




E at(xtfnt)' - 0
t-0
~~ - (AtE~)' a0
Et - (AtEt)~ ~t-~t-1












The latter equations (83) are equal to the constraints of the
original problem.
We notice an agreement of the conditions (75) ..... (82) with
the conditions (28) ..... (35) in chapter 2. If we replace in
(28) ..... (35) rt by at and put in (9) rt equal to zero, we find the
conditions (75) ...... (83):
Remark. It fqllows again that the following equalities hold:
T-1








In the same way as in the previous chapter we consider here two
subproblems, namely the problem of minimizing (64) with respect to
~ ánd n on one side, and with respect to A, B, E and F on the
other side.-24-
I. Fixed A, B, E and F
Only the conditions (77), (78), (79), (80) and (83) are of importance.
Because of the correspondence of this subproblem to the related
subproblem of the previous chapter, we shall restrict ourselves to
an enumeration of the results.
It is easy to verify that the optimal ; and n can be calrulated
from the following equations:
rlntAOp~tgOgp~ -A~ ~ 0
I ~
~ ~
-A1 ilntAlA~tB1B~ ~ -A2
. ' ~ ~
~ ~ `
~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ . ~
~ .
~ . , `




~ -~-1 ~In} T-1~-1}BT-1BT-1
~













nt - Bt ~t
(t-0,...,T-1)
Furthermore At, Bt and st are again defined as follows:
At: ~ A t Et (t~0,...,T-1)




st' - yttl - At yt - Bt xt (t-0,...,T-1) . (93)-25-
In Appendix B we shall prove that the block tridiagonal matrix in
(86) is positive definite (and thus non-singular).
II. Fixed ~ and n
The conditions (75), (76), (81), (82) and (83) play a role here.
~gain we shall restrict ourselves to an enumeration of the results.
The optimal structural matrices A and B can be calculated from
the following WLS problem:
T-1
min{ E 6tnYttl-A yt - B
xt~2lA E Mn n'
B E Mn m}, (94)
t-0 ' '
where
St: - InYtu2 t pxttl2j-~,2 (t-0,...,T-~)~ (95)
yt' - yt } ~t (t-o,...,T) (96)
and
xt: - xt t nt (t-0,...,T-1).
k~rthermore the optimal Lagrange multipliers are given by
(97)
at - at(Ytt1 - A yt - B xt) (t-0,...,T-i), (98)
and the optimal parameter fluctuations are equal to
Et - at yt ( t-0,...,T-1),
Ft - at xt (t-0,...,T-1).
(99)
(100)
The treatment of the two subproblems implies again an iterative
method for solving the original problem according to an analogue
procedure as ín chapter 2.-26-
4. The general econometric model
Most of the current econometric models can not be written in the
form defined by (1), since usually
(i) some exogenous variables are lagged one period
(ii) the structural equations are not stated in a reducPd
form
(iii) some elements of the structural matrices are constants
(e.g. 0, 1 or -1).
In this chapter we shall extend the COLS method to models with the
mentioned properties.
Hence we consider econometric models whict. have the following
structural form:
A yttl } B yt t c xttl t n xt - o ( t-o,1,....). (101)
Here the vectors yt E R n and xt E R m cor.tain again respectively
the endogenous and exogenous variables in time t. The matrices
A, B E Mn n and C, D E Mn~m are the structural matrices of the system.
We shall assume that the diagonal elements of the matrix A are all
equal to one (Aii - 1, i- 1,...,n). This normalization guarantees
the uniqueness of (101).
Ft~rthermore we assume that the whole set of unknown parameters
appears in the first n(1) rows of the four matrices. The last n(2)
equations (n(1) t n(2) - n) are identities (all parameters are
known). '
Hence in each of the first n(1) equations of (101) at least one
unknown parameter appears.
Remark. The case that the matrix A is equal to the identity matrix,
the matrix C is equal to the null matrix and n(2) is equal to
zero, is corresponding to the model of the previous chapters.- 27 -
The following partition of the matrices A, B, C and D is obvious:
A(1) B(1) C(1) D(1)
---- ~ B - ---- ~ C - ---- . D - ----
A(2) B(2) C(2) D(2)
where A(1), B(1) E M(1) , A(2), B(2) E D4 (p) .
n ,n n ,n
C(1)~ D(1) E
M(1) , C(2)~ D(2) E
M(2) '
n ,m n ,m
Now it is possible to split (101) into two subsets of n(1) reaction
ec~uations and n(2) definition equations:
A(1)yt}1 t B(1)yt t C(1)xttl t
D(1)xt - 0 (t-0,1,....) (103)
A(2)yt}1 t B(2)yt t ~(2)xt}1 t D(2)xt - o (t-o,1,....).(104)
The matrices A(1), B(1), C(1) and D(1) contain the unknown parameters.
All elements of the matrices A(2), B(2), C(2) and D(2) are known.
The problem now is to determine the unknown parameters in (103)
on the basis of observed values of the endogenous and exogenous
variables during a time period [0,...,T]. As in the previous chapters
we introduce a residual rt (t-0,...,T-1), observation errors
~t, ~t (t-0,...,T) in the data and time varying fluctuations Et, Ft,
Gt, Ht (t-0,...,T-1) on the structural matrices A(1), B(1),
C(1), D(1) respectively:
(A(1) t Et)(Yttt }~tt1)
t(B(1) ~ Ft)(Yt t~t) f
} (C(1) ~ Gt)(xttl } nttl) } (D(1} ~ Ht)(xt } nt)t
t rt - 0 (t-0,1,...,T-1) (105)- 28 -
A(2)(yttl t~tt.i) t B(2)(yt t~t) t c(2)(xttl } nttl) t
D(2)(xt
t nt) - 0 ( t-0,1,...,T-1). ( l OFi )
We notice that in the matrices Et, Ft, Ot and Ht (t-0,...,T-1)
now appear some elements equal to zero, namely those elements
corresponding to the constant elements in respectively the matrices
p(1), B(1), C(1) and D(1).
It follows that instead of (106) we can write
A(2)~ttl t
B(2)~t t C(2)ntfl t D(2)nt - 0(t-0,...,T-1). (107)
Analogous to the COLS method of chapter 2 we define here the
following optimization problem for evaluating the unknown para-
meters of the model:
T-1
min{ E [ 1 rt12t1 ~tl 2t1 nt12t1 Et12t1 F~f~ Gt2t1 Ht12] t
t-0
t I~T12 fInT12~(A(1)tEt)(Ytt1}~tt~(B(1)tFt)(Ytt~t) t
t(C(1)tGt)(xttl}nttl) t(D(1)tHt)(xtt~t) t rt s 0~
A(2)~ } g(2)~ t C(2)n t
D(2)n 0~ E~ F E M ~
tt1 t tf1 t- t t n( 1) n
~
(1)
Gt~ Ht E M(1) ~~t E R n, nt E ítm, rt E R n (t-0,...~T-1).
n ,m
~TE Rn~ nTE Rm, A(1)~g(1) E M(1) , C(1),D(1)E !d (1f }.
n ,n n ,m
(~08)
Once again we notice that the optimization is not with respect to
all elements of A(1), B(1), C(1) and D(1):-29-
Similarly as in chapter 2 we consider two subproblems, which
enables us to solve the original problem (108) in an iterative way.
(1) (1) (1) (1) I. Fixed A , B , C , D , E, F, G and H
The minimization is only with respect to the errors in
the data f~ and n.
Define At1): - A(~) t Et, Bt~): - B(~) f Ft, Ct~). - C(1) t Gtr
(~)~ S D(~) t H and s~- A(1)y t B(t)y t C(~)x t D(~)x Dt ' t t' t tf1 t t t tt1 t t
(t~0,...,T-1).
Then the problem is:
min{TE11rtR2 t E[I~tA2 t~nt12]~st t At1)~tt1 t Bt1)~t t
t-0 t-0
t C(1)n f D(1)n } r - 0, A(2)~ t B(2)~ t
t tt1 t t t t}1 t
t C(2)~tf1 }
D(2)nt - 0~ rt E R n(~) (t-0,...,T-1),
nt E R m,~t E R n(t-0,...,T)}.
It follows that (109) can be stated in the form:
T-~ (1) (1) (1) (1) 2
min{ E BAt ~tf1 t Bt ~t } Ct nttl } Dt ~t t st~
t-0
T 2 2 (2) (2) (2) f E[q~tQ f Nntp I~A ~tt1 } B ~t } C nttt }
t-0
(i09)
t D(2)nt - 0(t-0,...,T-1)~ ~t E R n, nt E R m(t-0,...,T},
(110)-30-
by eliminating the residusls rt (t-0,...,T-1).
We shall follow again the method of the Lagrange multipliers for
solving problem (110).
One can verify that the rank condition holds if we assume that one
of the matrices A(2) A(2)~, B(2) B(2)~, C(2) C(2)~, D(2) D(2)~
is an element of PD.
It will appear that this assumption is agPin of importance later on.
Define the Lagrange function:
K(~0,....~T~ n0~...,nT, a0,...,x T-1): -
E[1~ 12 t ~~ ~2~ } T~1 ~A(1)~ t
B(1)~ t C(1)n t
t-o t t t-o t tt1 t t t tf1
T-1




Here the vectors at E R contain the Lagrange multipliers
(t-0,...,T-1). We use the shorter notation K(F3, n, ~). The gradients
of the function K are equal to
0~ K(~~ n~ a) - 2~0 t
0
t 2 B~1)~[A01)~1 f BÓ1)~0 t Co1)n1 t Do1)n0 f s~ t
- 2 B(2)' ~0 (112)- 31 -
v~ K(~, n, a) - 2~t t
t
t 2 s(1)'[A(1)~ t g(1)~ t ~(1)n t D(1)n t s] t
t t ttl t t t ttl t t t
t 2 A(1)'~A(1) t B(1) t C(1)n t D(1)n - t s-] t
t-1 t-1~t t-1~t-1 t-1 t t-1 t 1 t 1
-Z A(2)' ~t-1 - 2 B(2)' at (t-1,...,T-1)
V~ K(~, ~, a) - 2~T t
T
(113)
t 2 (1)~ (1)~ t B(1)~ t C(1)n t D(1)n t S ] t








D~1)'(A(D1)~1 t B(C1)~0 t C~1)nl t Dót)nD t sDl~
- 2 D(` )~ a
~
vn K(~~ n~ a) - 2 nt t
t
t 2
D(1)'~A(1)~ t B(1)~ t C(1)n t D(1)n t s] t
t t tt1 t t t tt1 t t t
t 2 c(1)'~A(1)~ t B(1)~ - t ~(1)n t D(1)n - t S ] t
t-1 t-1 t t-1 t 1 t-1 t t-1 t 1 t-1
- 2 D(2)' Àt - 2 D(2)' ~t-1 (t-1....,T-1) (116)v K(~, n, a) - 2 nT t
nT
t C(1)'( (1) ~ t B(1)~ t C(1)n t D(1)n t s ) t
T-1 ~-1 T T-1 T-1 T-1 T T-1 T-1 T-1
(2)'
- 2 C aT-1 (117)
v~ K(~, n, a,) - A(2)~tt1 t
B(2)~t ~ C(2)nttl } D(2)nt
t -
(t-0,...,T-1). (118)
Because A(1)~ t B(1)~ t C(1)n t D(1)n t s --r
t tf 1 t t t tf1 t t t t
(t-0,...,T-1) we can simplify these gradients as follows:
V~ K(~, ~, a) - 2~C - 2BÓ1)~rC - 2 B(2)'aC (119)
0
V K(~, 2, a) - 2 E - 2B(1)~r 2 A(1)'r t
~t t t t- t-1 t-1
- 2 B(2)'at - 2 A(2)'~t-1 (t-1,...,T-1) (12C)
v~ K(~, r1, a) - 2 ~T -~~~~rT-1 - 2 A(2)' aT-1 (121)
T -
an x(~, ~, a) - 2 no - 2 Dó')~ro - 2 D(2)'~0
0
V K(~, 2, a) - 2 nt - 2 Dt1)'rt - 2 Ct1~'rt-1 t
nt
(122)
- 2 D(2)'at - 2 C(2)'~t-1 (t-1,...,T-1) (1~',)
Vn K(~, r1, a) - 2 nT - 2 CT1~~rT-1 - 2 C(2)~aT-1 (124)
T-33-
v~ Kl~~ n~ ~) - A(2)~tt1 t
B(2)~t t 0(2)nttl t D(2)nt
t
(t-0,...,T-1) . (125)




0 0 0 0
~ -
B(1)'r tA(1)'r tB(2)'a tA(2)~a
t t t t-1 t-1 t t-1
(1)' (2)'
~T - A,j,-~ rT-~ t A aT-~
n - D(1)'r t D(2)~a
0 0 0 0
n- D(~)~r tC(1)'r tD(2)a tC(2)~a
t t t t-1 t-1 t t-1
: ~(1)'r t ~(2)~a
nT T-1 T-1 T-1









s t A(1)~ t B(1)~ t C(1)n t D(1)n t r - 0 (~33) t t ttt t t t tt1 t t t
holds for t-0,...,T-1.-34-
If rre substitute the equations (126) ... (131) into the equations
(133) We obtain:
s t p(1)B(1)'r t p(1)p(1)'r t p(1)B(2)~a t p(1)p(2)'~ }
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
t g(1)B(1)'r t B(1)B(2)'~ t
0 0 0 0 0
t co1)Di1)'r1 t co1)c(o1)'ro t co1)D(2)'a1 t co1)c(2)'~o t
t D(1)D(1)'r t D(1)D(2)'~ t r - 0~
0 0 0 0 0 0
s t p(1)B(1)'r t p(1)p(1)'r t p(1)B(2)'~ t
t t tf 1 tt1 t t t t ttt
t
p(1)p(2)'~ t B(1)B(1)'r ~ B(1)p(1)r t
t t t t t t t-1 t-1
f g(1)B(2)'~ } B( 1)p(2)'~ } ~(1)D(1)'r }
t t t t-1 t tt1 tt1
t ct1)c~1)'rt t ct1)D(2)'attl t ct1)c(2)'at t
t D(1)D(1)'r t D( 1)~(1)'r t
D(1)D(2)~a t
t t t t t-1 t-i t t
(134)
f D~1)~(2)'~t-1 t rt - 0, (t-1,...,T-2) (135)
s t p(~ 1) (1)'r } (1)p(2)~a t
T-1 ~P-1~-1 T-1 ~-1 T-1
t g(1)B(1)'r } B(1) (1)'r t B(1)B(2)'a
T-1 T-1 T-1 T-1~-2 T-2 T-1 T-1
t g(1)p(2)'~ }
T-1 T-2
t ~(1)~(1)'r } ~(1)~(2)'~ t
T-1 T-i T-1 T-1 T-i- 35 -
t D(1) D(1)'r t D(1)C(1)~r t D(1) D(2)'~ t
T-1 T-1 T-1 T-1 T-2 T-2 T-1 T-1
t D(1)C(2)'a
T-1 T-2
t rT-1 - 0. (136)
Similarly, substituting the equations (126) ... (131) into (132),
we obtain:
A(2)Bil)'rt t A(2)AÓl)'ro t p(2)B(2)'~1 t p(2)A(2)'~O t
t II(2)B(1)'r t B(2)B(2)'~ t
0 0 0
t C(2)Dil)'rl t C(2)CÓl)'ro t C(2)D(2)'~1 t C(2)C(2)'~O t
t D(2)D(1)'r t D(2)D(2)'~ - 0~
0 0 0 (137)
~(2)B(1)'r t A( 2)A(1)'r t A( 2)B(2)'~ t A(2)A(2)'~ t
tt1 tt1 t t tt1 t
t g(2)Bti~)'rt t g(2)A~1i'r t B(2)B(2)'at t g(2)A(2)'~t-1 t
t-1
t C(2)D(1)'r t C(2)C(1)~r t C(2)D(2)~a t
tt1 tt1 t t tt1
t C(2)C(2)'~ t
t
t D(2)D~1)'rt t D(2)C~li'rt-1 t D(2)D(2)'~t t
t D(2)C(2)'~t-1 - 0, (t-1,...,T-2) (138)- 36 -
p(2) (1)'r t p(2)p(2)'a t
~-1 T-1 T-1
t B(2)B(i)'r t B(z) ( 1)'r t B(2)B(z)'a t B(2)p(2)'A t
T-1 T-1 ~-2 T-2 T-1 T-2
t ~(2)~(1)'r t ~(2)~(2)'a t
T-1 T-1 T-1
t D(2)D(1)'r t D(2)C(1)'r t D(2)D(2)'~ t
T-1 T-1 T-2 T-2 T-1
t D(2)C(2)~aT-2 - 0. (139)
The equations (13k), (135) and (136) can be written as:
(I t p(1)p(1)' t B(1)B(1)' t C(1)C(1)' t D(1)D(1)')r t
n(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t (p{1)B(1)' t C(1)D(1)')r
t 0 1 0 1 1
t(p(1)p(2) ' t B(1)B(2)' t ~{1)~(2)' t
D(1)n(2)')ao t
0 0 0 0
t (p(~1)B(2)' t ~ol)D(2)')al - -so,
(B(1)p(1)' t D(1)C(1)')r t
t t-1 t t-1 t-1
(140)
t(Z t p(1)p(1)' t B(1)B(1)' t C(1)C(1)' t D(1)~(1)~)r t n(1) t t t t t t t t t
t (p(1)B(1)' t C(1)D(1)~)r } t tt1 t tt1 ttl
t (B~1)p(2)' t Dtl)~(2)~)at-1 t
t(p~t)p(2) ' t B~i)B(2)' t ~tl)~(~)' t D~1)D(2) ')~t t
t (p~1)B(2)' t C~1)D(2)')attl
- -st, (t-1,...,T-2) (141)-37-
(B(1)p (1)~ t D(1)C(1)~)r - t
T-1"~-2 T-1 T-2 T 2
t(I t p (1) (1)' t B(1)B(1)' t C(1)C(1)' t D(1)D(1)')r t
(1) T-1~-1 T-1 T-1 T-1 T-1 T-1 T-1 T-1 n
t (BT1~A(2)' t DT1~C(2)')aT-2 t
t((1)a(~)~ t B(1)B(')~ t c c(2)' t D D(2)')x --S ~-1 T-1 T-1 T-1 T-1 T-1~
(142)
Analogously the equations (137), (138) and (139) can be written as:
(A(2)AO1)' t B(2)BO1)' t C(2)CO1)' t D(2)D~1)')rC t
t (p(2)B(1)~ t C(2)D(1)')r t
1 1 1
t(A(2)A(2)' t B(2)B(2)' t c(2)c(2)' t D(2)D(2)~)ao t
t(A(2)B(2)' t C(2)D(2)')~1 ~ C,
(B(2)A(1)' t D(2)C(1)')r t t-1 t-1 t-1
t(A(2)A~1)' t B(2)B~1)~ t C(2)C~1)' t D(2)D~1)')rt t
t (A(~)B(1)~ t C(2)D(1)')r t
ttl tt1 tt1
t (B(2)A(2)' t D(2)C(2)~)a t
t-1
t(A(2)A(2)' t B(2)B(2)~ t C(2)C(2)' t D(2)D(2)')~t t
(143)
t (A(2)B(2)'
t C(2)D(2)')a - 0, (t-1,...,T-2) (144)
tt1 --38-
(B(2)p(~ 1)' t n(2)~(1)')r t
-~I'-2 T-2 T-2
t(A(2) (1)' t B(2)B(1)' ~ c(`')c(1)' } n(2)n(1)')r t
~-1 T-1 T-1 T-1 T-1
t (B(2)A(2)' t D(2)C(2)')a t
T-2
II}
(A(2)A(2)' t B(2)B(2)' f C(2)C(2)' f D(2)D(2)')J1T-1 S 0.
(145)
The equations (140) ... (145) can be written as one matrix equation
as follows:
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can be written as:
0 ; 0
f
B(1) ~ A(1) ~ ~
0 i 0 '
i B(1) i A(1)






0 `~`B ( 2 ) i (2)
(1)i A(1)~ 0 0 ~ 0 ~
i B(1)~ p(1) . 1 , 1
. ~
~ (1) ~` (1)
BT-1 ~ ~-1
(2) ~ A(2) ~ 0
i i
~ B(2) ~ A(2)





















It is evident that the matrix
D(1); C(1)~
o , o ,
i '






D(2) ~ C(2) ~ U





is an element of PSD. In Appendix C we shall prove that this matrix
is an element of PD assuming that one of the matrices
A(2)A(2)'~ B(2)B(2)'~ C(2)C(2)'~ D(2)D(2)'
is an element of PD. In that case the matrix
R21 22-43-
is non-singular and from the equations (146), (126) ... (131),
(133) We can determine the optimal E~~ n and r.
II. Fixed ~ and n.
The minimization is with respect to the parameters in A(1) B(1),
C(1), D(1) and the parameter fluctuations E, F, G, H only.~
Define yt: - Yt f~t and xt: - xt t nt (t-0,...,T).
Then We have the following minimization problem:
T-1
min{ E [Irt12 t IEt12 t IFt12 t IGt12 t IHt12]~
t-0
I(A(1)tEt)Ytt1
} (B(1)tFt)Yt t (C(1)tGt)xt}i t




Gt.Ht E M(1) , rt E R n (t-0,...,T-1),
n ,m
A(1)~B(1) E M ( 1) ~ C(1)~D(1) E M (1) }. (147)
n ,n n ,m
Note that the equation (107) don't play a role here.
bitrthermore some elements in the matrices A(1), B(1), C(1) and D(1)
are known constants and the corrésponding elements in the matrices
Et, Ft, Gt and Ht (t-0,...,T-1) arq zero.
The constraint
(A(1)tEt)Ytt1 } (B(1)tFt)Yt t
(C(1)tGt)Xt}, }
} (D(1)tHt)xt t rt - 0 (t-0,...,T-1) (148)does consist of n(~) one-dimenaional systems of equations.
One can verify that from the independence of this n(~) systems of
constraints, the minimization problem (147) can be split in n(~)
onedimensional subproblems. Each of these subproblems has the fol-
lowing structure:
T-1
min( E [Pt t 1et12] I pt - vt-(atet)'wt,
t-0
pt E R, et E R p (t-0,...,T-1), a E IRp}. (149)
Aere the constraint pt - vt -(atet)'wt (t-0,...,T-1) corresponds
to a certain single equation in (148). The vector a E R p contains
all the unknown parameters in the corresponding rows of A(~), B(~),
C(~) and D(~). The vector et E R p represents the related parameter
fluctuation, while pt E R represents the corresponding component
of the residusl rt (t-0,...,T-1). The minimization problem (149) can
be written as:
T-1
min{ E[(vt-(atet)'wt)2 t 1et12) ~e,e0,...,eT-~ E Rp}. (150)
t-0
Let us define the function
T-t
F(a,e0,...,eT-~): - E I(vt-(atet)'wt)2 t Iet12J. (151)
t~0
We shall now inveatigate the problem of minimizing the
function F with respect to a,e0,...,eT-~ E R p.
We have the following gradients:
T-1
Va F(a,e0,...,eT-~) - -2 E (vt-(atet)'wt)wt, (152)
t-0-~5-
De F(a,e~,...,eT-1) - 2 et-2(vt-(atet)'wt)wt. (153)
t
(t-0,....,T-1)
Hence the stationarity conditions are
T-1
E Pt wt - 0
t-0
et - Pt wt (t-0,....,T-1).





Pt - vt-(atet)'wt - vt-a'wt - ~wt12 Pt~
thus we can write
vt - a1wt pt - 2' (t-0,1,....,T-1).
1tIIwtA








It is easy to verify that (157) is equivalent to the stationarity
condition for the following WLS problem:
T-1 (vt-a,wt)2
min{ E 2 ~a E R p},
t-~ 1t~wt~ (158)Now usuel technics from the linear regression theory can be applied
determining the optimal parameter vector a. The optimal residuals
and parameter fluctuations can be calculated from the equations (156)
and (155) respectively.
Remark. Problem (158) is analogous to the WLS problem (62).
So far the treatment of the two subproblems. We notice again that
we have now the possibility for solving the original problem
iteratively.
In the next chapter we give same experimental results.-47-
5. Some experimental results
In this chapter the theory of chapter 4 is applied to the fQodel I
of L.R. Klein [ 3~ .
This model is a system of 6 equation describing the American economy,
three reaction equations and three identities. In the model six
endogenous and three exogenous variables occur.
The unknown parameters appear in the reaction equsitons. The
sample period is 1920-1941.
The concerning variables are:
C : consumption (endogenous)
II : profits ( endogenous)
W1 : private wage bill (endogenous)
W2 : government wage bill ( exogenous)
Z : net investment ( endogenous)
K: end-of-year stock of capital ( endogenous)
Y : net national income ( endogenous)
T : business taxes (exogenous)
G: government expenditure plus net foreign balance
(exogenous).
The six equations have the following form:
Ilc
- ao t ai(w1tw2) t a2n (159)I- so t s1n t a2n-1 t s3K-1
W1 - YO t Y1(YtT-W2) t Y2(YtT-W2)-1 t Y3 tm








Here the index -1 means that the corresponding variable is lagged
one year. Furthermore we have ~K - K-K-1.
In the third equation the time tm can be considered to be an
exogenous variable.
Following the argument of L.R. Klein we assign tm the values
-10, -9,...,9,10. So 1921 corresponds to tm --10, 1922 to tm --9
etc.
The first three equations are the reactio~ equations, in which ai,
si and yi represent the unknown parameters. The latter equations are
the identities. First of all we shall introduce time indices in the
equations (159) ... (164).
Instead of the years 1921 - 1941 we shall consider from now on the
periods 1 - 21.
C - a t a[(W ) t(W ) ] t a II (t-0,...,20) (165)
tf1 0 1 1 tt1 2 ttt 2 tt1
Itt1 - s0 } S1 nttl } s2 nt t~3
Kt (t-0,...,20) (166)
t
(W1)tt1 - YO } Y1[yttl } Tttl - (W2 tt1]
t Y2IYtfTt-(W2)tI t Y3(tm)tt1 (t-0,...,20) (167)-b9-
Ytt1 t Ttt1 - Ctt1 t Itt1 t Gtt1 (t-0,...,20) (168)
Ytt1 - (W1)ttl t (W2)tt1 t ~tt1 (t-0,...,20) (169)
Kttl - Ittl t Kt (t-0,...,20) . (170)
Next we shall write the equations (165) ... (170) in the form (103),
(104). For that purpose we define the endogenous vector yt and







E R ~ (t-0,...,21)
Then the equations (165) ... (170) can be written as:
- yttl t
t
a0 1 0 -a 1 0 -a2 0
so t o 1 0 0-s1 0
0 0 0 1 y 0 0 Y - 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -al 0
0 0 0 0-62 -~3 yt t 0 0 0
0 0 0 -y2 0 0 0 -y 1 -y 1 -
(172)
xttl t0 0 0 0
t o 0 0 o xt - o (t-o,...,20) (t73)
0 y2 -y2 0
and
-1 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 -1 1 0
Ytt1 } 0 0 0 0 0 0 yt t
0-1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0-1
-1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 xttt t 0 0 0 0 xt - 0 (t-0,...,20),(t74)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Remark. In equation ( 173) an inhomogenous term appears. The theory
does not change essentially by the presence of this term:
The matrix
-1 -1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 -1 1 0
0-1 0 0 0 1
corresponds to the matrix A(2) in the previous chapter. This matríx
has rank 3, because the submatrix
-1 -1 0
0 0 1
0 -1 0- 51 -
is non-singular. Hence we conclude that the property
A(2)A(2)~ E PD
holds here and the theory of chapter 4 can be applied.
We notice that the number of unknown variables in the relatel mini-
mization problem is equal to 525: (inclusive of the fi3 residials).
Before giving the results we shall make some remarks about the
computer program leading to these results. The program is written
in the language ALGOL 68. The least squares problem (158) is solved
with standard algorithms form the linear regression theory based
on Householder transformations.
The solution of the matrix equation (146) we computed with tYe
conjugate gradient method of Fletcher-Reeves (see [7, p. 231J).
Full advantage is taken of the sparsity structure of the matrix
In Appendix D one can find the sample data during the years 1920 -
1941.
Estimation of the parameters with the OLS method gives the result:
s 16.430 a a1 a 0.804 a2 a 0.25t 0
90 : 10.126 S1 s 0.480 92 : 0.333 63 x-0.112
yo a 1.497 Y1 - 0.44o y2 s 0.146 Y3 : 0.130
- table 1 -The corresponding OLS residuals are equal to:
rt r2 r
t92t 0.298 -0.067 -t.294
1922 t.54o -0.048 0.296
t923 t.573 t.247 t.t88
t924 0.423 -t.35t -O.t36
t925 o.tt6 o.4t5 -0.465
t926 t.053 t.492 -0.484
t927 t.460 0.789 -0.728
t928 t.tto -0.632 0.339
t929 .469 t.o83 t.t96
t930. 0.831 0.279 -O.tSt
- table 2A -
The sum of the squared
rt r2 r
193t 0.033 0.037 0.594
t932 O.t47 0.366 0.103
1933 o.t38 0.224 0.450
t934 0.223 -O.t73 0.282
7935 o.2t8 0.010 O.Ot4
1936 t.342 0.972 -0.85t
t93T 0.395 0.052 0.996
t938 0.352 -2.566 -0.469
t939 0.7t3 -0.68T -0.380
t940 0.694 -0.781 -t.Ogt
t94t 2.279 -0.662 0.592
- table 2B -
residuals is equal to:
20 3
E E (rt)i - 46.241
t-0 i-1
(t75)
Estimation of the parameters with the iterative COLS method gives
the result:
ao : 15.158 at s 0.842 a2 s 0.233
RO - t0.455 9t - 0.48t 82 - 0.333 f~3 L-o.t~4
yo - t.694 yt : 0.438 y2 s 0.145 y3 - o.~bt
- table 3 --53-
The corresponding optimal parameter fluctuations are given in the
tables 4A and 4B:
102óa0 102óa1 10 óa2 10 6s0 10 661 10 ás2 10 6B~
1q21 O,Oi2 0,338 O.t48 0 -0.003 -0.004 -0.050
t922 -0.091 -2.917 -t.531 0 -0.004 -0.003 -0.043
1923 -0.08t -3.009 -1.496 0.004 0.065 0.059 0.648
1924 -0.013 -0.474 -0.249 -0.004 -0.073 -0.069 -O.T09
1925 0.014 0.542 0.282 0.001 0.021 0.021 0.203
1926 0.055 2.220 1.069 0.004 0.073 0.075 0.737
1927 0.071 2.929 t.398 0.002 0.037 0.037 0.383
1928 0.049 2.087 t.026 -O.OOt -0.030 -0.028 -0.294
1929 -0.022 -0.981 -0.470 0.002 0.053 o.o5t o.510
1930 O.U38 1.599 0.593 0.001 o.oto O.Ot4 0.142
1931 0 0.004 0.001 0 0.002 0.002 0.033
1932 -0.005 -0.18t -0.037 0.001 0.006 0.010 0.186
1933 0.002 0.069 0.023 0.001 0.006 0.004 0.1t4
1934 -0.009 -0.330 -0.111 0 -U.005 -0.005 -0.082
1935 -0.012 -0.459 -0.164 0 0 0 0.005
t936 0.054 2.405 0.958 0.002 0.043 0.034 0.482
1937 -0.025 -1.191 -0.432 0 0.002 0.002 0.025
1938 0.006 0.269 0.090 -0.006 -0.095 -o.to7 -1.252
1939 0.015 0.757 0.291 -0.002 -0.032 -0.026 -0.340
1940 0.010 0.504 0.201 -0.002 -0.040 -0.036 -0.3d2
t941 -0.068 -4.178 -1.589 -0.002 -0.036 -0.033 -0.316
- table 4A -10 dy0 10 dy1 10 óy2 10 dy
1921 -0.029 -1.337 -1.31 0.293
1922 0.008 0.383 0.348 -0.069
1923 0.022 1.23o t.077 -0.172
1924 -o.oot -0.058 -0.058 0.007
1925 -0.006 -0.348 -0.325 0.034
1926 -0.005 -0.341 -0.325 0.027
1927 -0.008 -0.52t -0.518 0.032
1928 0.005 0.302 0.301 -0.014
t929 O.Ot4 0.959 0.923 -0.029
1930 -0.002 -0.093 -O.t02 0.002
1931 0.009 0.474 0.543 0
1932 0.001 0.050 0.061 0.001
1933 0.010 0.427 0.419 0.019
1934 0.005 0.230 0.208 0.014
t935 -0.001 -0.055 -0.050 -0.004
1936 -O.Ot3 -0.823 -0.714 -0.066
t937 O.ot2 O.T48 0.722 0.069
1938 -0.007 -0.409 -0.436 -0.047
1939 -0.005 -0.362 -0.3t7 -0.042
1940 -O.ott -0.816 -0.749 -0.097
t94t o.004 0.361 0.309 0.04t
- table 4B -
In the tables SA and 5B one can find the optimal disturbances on
the endogenous and exogenous variables:-55-
104dC 10 óI 10 6Wt 10 óY to4an 10 óK
t92o 0 0 0 -0.369 -0.002 0.539
t92t -1.t04 0.583 t.970 0.703 -1.578 t.t22
t922 5.875 -1.t55 -2.755 -t.586 3.372 -0.032
1923 5.299 -t.096 -3.502 -t.680 3.551 -1,t26
t924 0.64t 0,270 -0.257 -o.2t2 0.257 -0.859
t925 -0.907 -o.ot5 0.602 0.345 -0.624 -0.87t
t926 -3.477 0.403 1.601 t.28t -1,966 -0.470
t927 -4.527 0,738 2.273 1.749 -2.7t2 0.267
t928 -2.963 0.627 t.089 t.to9 -t.35t o.895
1929 t.736 -1,104 -1.482 -0.T16 t,372 -0.2t0
t930 -2,420 0.611 1.137 0.926 -1,275 0.40t
1931 0.143 -O.t67 -0.507 -O.t18 0.407 0.234
1932 0.446 -0.225 -O.t76 -0.109 0.310 0.009
1933 -0.016 0.084 -0.448 -0.033 0.388 0.093
1934 0.625 -o.t76 -0.498 -0.253 0.467 -0.083
1935 0.751 -0.451 -0.372 -0.298 0.312 -0.533
1936 -3.639 t.037 2.202 t.545 -2,265 0.503
1937 1.752 -0.730 -1.332 -0.749 1.099 -0.220
1938 -0.547 G.292 0.602 0.158 -0.753 0.065
t939 -t.1ot 0.253 0.657 0.345 -0.879 o.3t8
1940 -0.753 0.346 0.920 0,350 -0.857 0,665
194t 4.317 -1.281 -2.048 -t,256 2.tt3 -0,6t7
- table 5p` -10 dC 10 dW2 10 dT 10 dt~
~y2o 0 0.369 -0.369 0
t92t 0.040 0.224 -1.099 -0.405
1922 -2.926 -2.641 3.697 0.125
1923 -2.545 -2.144 3.635 0.342
t924 -0.622 -0.224 0.51t -0.011
t925 0.479 0.350 -0.773 -0.077
t926 t.985 t.453 -2.240 -0.057
t92T 2.579 t.862 -2.74t -0.08t
t928 i.896 t.t88 -t.4t8 o.08t
t929 -0.379 -0.665 t.Ot7 0.205
1930 1.380 0.955 -1.285 -0.012
1931 0.154 -0.027 0.257 0.126
t932 -0.074 -0.254 0.266 O.Ot6
1933 0.189 0.017 0.300 0.135
t934 -0.259 -0.229 0.488 0.065
1935 -0.410 -0.264 0.2t1 -0.013
t936 t.830 t.362 -2.t49 -O.t63
1937 -0.695 -0.587 1.t28 0.168
1938 0.027 0.299 -0.377 -0.092
t939 0.408 0.530 -0.754 -0.067
t940 O.t83 0.260 -0.549 -0.144
t94t -2.t7t -t.764 2.396 0.072
- table SB -
The corresponding residuals are equal to:-57-
t0 rt t0r2 10 r.3
t92t t.t44 -0.005 -2.806
t922 -8.8ot -o.t24 0.886
t923 -7.844 o.t85 2.449
t924 -t.263 -0.437 -0.077
t925 t.386 n.to2 -0.546
t926 5.462 0.357 -0.403
1927 7.105 0.163 -0.573
t928 4.859 -o.t6t o.577
t929 -2.tt5 c~.2t5 t.456
t93o 3.800 0.055 -0.088
- table 6A - - table 6B -
The sum of the squared residuals, the squared disturbances on the
date and the squared parameter fluctuations over all periods is
equal to:
9.8o6to - 3. (t76)
F~rthermore we find here for the sum of only the squared residuals:
3.762to - 6 . (t77)
Note that the former number represents the minimal value of (108).
The above results were achieved in eight iterations.
One iteration corresponds to minimizing the objective function (108)
with respect to the data disturbances on one side and with respect
to the parameters and the parameter fluctuations on the other side.
t0 .rt to4r2 to r3
1931 o.ott o.007 0.890
1932 -0.520 0.082 0,114
t933 0.205 0.050 0.954
t934 -0.884 -0.052 0.458
t935 -t.tót -o.ot2 -n.092
t936 5.469 0.232 -t.t59
t937 -2.446 -0.026 t.t79
t938 0.574 -0.625 -0,652
t939 t.5to -0.158 -0.473
1940 0.937 -o.t79 -t.o27
t941 -6.489 -0.274 0.509After eight iterations the difference between two successive values
of the objective flinction was less than 10-8. The total computation
time turned out to be 694 seconds, i.e. t 85 seconds Por one
iteration.
F~rther we notice that in the case the optimization is only with
respect to the parameters a0,...,y3 and the parameter fuluctuations
(zero data disturbances), the minimal value of the objective function
is very close to the value (176), namely
9.81010-3. (t78)
The aim of achieving a significant reduction of the OLS residuals
by introducing fluctuations on the data and the parameters appears
to be realizable. With comparatively small fluctuations on the data
and the parameters,the sum of squared residusls is reduced
considerable.
Fhrthermore it appears that the corrections on the data have very
little influence to this reduction. We conclude that for this sample
data there exists, close to an sutonomous model with parameters given
in table 3, a time varying model with the properties:
(i) the residuals (r1)t,
( r2)t, ( r3)t
(t-0,...,20) lie in the
interval [-8.80104, 7.1110-4]
(ii) the parameter fluctuations (da0)t,...,(dy3)t (t-0,...,20)
lie in the interval [-4.18102' 2'9310-2]'-59-
6. The static model with stochastic parameter fluctuations
In this and the next chapter we discuss stochastic models. The
identification method of the previous chapters is considered as
a statistical estimation method with respect to the unknown para-
meters. We are interested in the statistical properties of the con-
cerning estimators. Because the theory is rather complex, we reatrict
ourselves to models with stochastic residuals and stochastic para-
meter fluctuations only. Observation errors are left out of consi-
deration.
Some literature about this subject one can find in [ 8] ,[ 9] ,[ 10] ,
[ 11] ,[ 12, p.354] and [ 13, P- 622] .
However, these references give only background information.
In this chapter we discuss static models. In chapter 7 some remarks
are made concerning the dynamic model.
First of all consider the usual linear regression model:
~ - b'x t e , (179)
where Y is a dependent, obaervable random variable, x E R p an
observable, non-random vector of explanatory variables, the vector
b E R P is a vector of unknown regression coefficients and e a non-
observable ra.ndom error.
There are observations y1,...,yT and x1,...,xT available. Hence
we can write:
,~[1 - b'x1 t 6
(180)
y~ - b'xT t ~,
Suppose thatA1: E ~ - 0 (t-1,...,T) (181)
A2: var(et) - a2(1txtWxt) (t-1,...,T), (182)
where W E M n PD is a known matrix and a2 is an unknown parameter.
P~P
The assumption A2 implies that we are dealing with observations in
a heteroscedastic model.
Flirther we assume that e1,...,~ are mutually independent:
A3: cov(~,~) - 0 (t,s-1,....,T; t~ s).
From the assumptions A1 and A2 it follows that
E y~ - b'xt (t-1,....,T)
and
var(Yt)- o2(1txtWxt) (t-1,...,T).
Now consider the following criterion generating an estimator b




min{G(b)~b E R P}, (186)
where
T (yt-b'xt)2
G(b): - E 1tx'Wx . t-1 t t
(187)
This method correaponds to a WLS method. From linear regression
theory it is known that b is the best linear unbiased estimator
(BLUE) for b. Flirthermore- 6t -
a2: - T~p G~b)
is an unbiased estimator for a2.
Remarks. 10. The case W- 0 corresponds to the OLS method:
T




20. A necessary and sufficient condition for the unique existence






has rank p. At any rate the condiiton T~ p must hold:
Nest consider the model
Y - (btd)'x t e, (~90)
where the vector d E R p is a non-observable random fluctuation
on the parameter vector b and e a non-observable random residual.
Again we have observations yt,...,yT and xt,...,x,~,:
~t - ~btdt)~x1 t e1
y,f - (btdl,)'xT t ~ .
(t91)
We shall analyse system (191) under the following set of assumptions:A4: E ~ - 0
A5: E dt - 0
A6: var(e~) - a2
A7 : VAR( ó~ ) - o~
A8: cov(et,ds) - 0
A9: cov(e~,es) ~ 0
A10: COV(ó,t,ds) - 0
Here o2 is an unknown parameter and W is a known me,trix,
W E M r1 PD .
P~P
From the assumptions Ab ... A8 it follows that
E ~,t - b'xt ( t-1,...,T)
and










We now introduce the following criterion generating an estimator b~
for the vector b:
min{F(b,ó1,...,d~~b,dt E R p (t-1,...,T)},
where the function F is def ined as
(201)
T
F(b,ó1,...,dT): - E I(Yt-(btót)'xt)2 t dt W t dt]. (202)
t31-63-
Notice that the matrix W presents the possiblity of weighting the
contribution of the parameter fluctuations dt with regard to the
contribution of the residuals yt -(btdt)'xt in criterion (201).
Furthermore it is interesting that the matrix W is weighting the
variance of d~ with respect to the variance of e,t in (194) and
(195):
It is clear that the criterion (201) is analogous to the criterion
of chanter 2(in the case the data disturbances are zero).
Is it possible to make some judgements to the statistical properties
of the estimator b~?
The gradient of the function F with respect to the fluctuation
dt (t-1,....,T) is equal to:
od F(b,d1,....,dT) --2xt(Yt-(btdt)'xt) t 2 W 1 dt. (203)
t
Hence the stationarity condition can be written as
xt(yt-(btdt)'xt) - W 1 dt (t-1,....,T).
Because et - yt -(b}dt)'xt it follows that








ltxt W xtand from (205) we have:
Wx (y -b'x )












- E (Y -b'x )2t(1- t ~t )2 t t t } -




Finally we find that
F(bl d~(b)1,....,dT(b)) - G(b)





Hence the criterions ( 186) and ( 201) generate the same estimator for
b.
If we write
d'x t e -- e (t-1,....,T ) (211)
Jt t t ' ~t-65-
then it follows that (191) is similar to (180) and the assumptions
A1, A2 and A3 hold. Hence we find that bz isan unbiased estimator
for b. Flzrther 82 (see (188)) isan unbiased estimator for a2.
Above we made a remark that the criterion ( 186) corresponds to the
OLS method in the case the matrix W is equsl to the null matrix.
Here we have the assumption that W is an element of PD.
It is not possible to substitute simply W~0 in the criterion (201).
However we shall prove the OLS method can be considered as a limit
case of ( 201). Namely, we shall indicate a sequence of matrices
(Wk)k E 1Q ~ where Wk E PD(k E 1~, Wk 1 0(k -; m), with the property
that the optimization problem
T
min{ E I(Yt-(btát)'xt)2 t dt Wk1dt)Ib~dt E R p(t-1~...,T)}
t-1
corresponds in the limit case to the OLS problem
T
min { E (yt-b'xt)2~b E R p},
t-1
Define the following function
T
H(b): - E (Yt-b'xt)2.
t-1
Then the OLS method can be formulated as
min{H(b)~b E R p},
Et~idently the function H(b) can be written as a solution of an




H(b) - min{ g (yt-(btdt)'xt)2ldt E R p, dt-0 (t-1,....,T)},
t-1
(214)It can be shown ( see [6, p. 254]) that ( 214) can be written as
H(b) - lim Ck(b),
k-~
where the functions Ck (k E N) are defined as
T
Ck(b): - min{ E(yt-(btót)'xt)2 t á dt W 1 ót ~
t-1 k
ót E R p (tz1,....,T)}.
(k E N)
(215)
Here the term ót W 1 ót represents a so-called penalty function,
while the sequence (ak)k E N has the following properties:
(i) akfl ~ ak (k E N )
(ii) lim ak - 0
k~
(iii) al - 1.
Hence the optimization problem (214) can be formulated as s limit
case of a sequence of optimization problems without constraints.
Analogue to the method in (208) one can find that
T (y -b'x )2 t t
Ck b - tE1 ltakxtWxt ' r (216)
We notice that C1(b) - G(b) ( see (187)).
Now one can easily verify the following property for these functions;
min{H(b)~b E R p} - lim min{Ck(b)~b E R p}. (217)
k-~
If we define the sequence of matrices (Wk)k E N as-67-
Wk: -ak~d
then we have Wk E PD and Wk -~ 0(k i W), while
min{H(b ) ~b E R P} -
T
- lim min{ E(yt-(btdt)'xt)
} dt Wk1 ótl k-~ t-1
(218)
b, dt E R P (t-1,....,T)}. (219)
This follows from (215) and (217).7. The d~vnamic model with stochastic parameter fluctuations
In this chapter we discuss models of the form
y,~ - (a~t)yt-~ t (bt~)~xt t et. (t-1,2,...) (220)
Here y~ is the endogenous, observable random variable at time t,
xt E R p the observable, non-random vector of exogenous variables
at time t and et the non-observable random residual at time t.
Fiu~ther the variable a and the vector b E R p are the unknown
structural parameters of the model. The random, non-observable
variable ~ and the random, non-observable vector dt E R p represent
the parameter fluctuations at the time t on respectively a and b.
We shall anelyse system (220) under the following set of assumptions:
A1: E et - 0
A2: E Yt - 0
A3: Eó,t-O
A4: var(et) - a2
A5: var(~) - a2v
A6: vAR(dt) - a-W (t-1,2,...)
A7: cov(et,es) - 0 (t,s-1,2,....; t~ s)
A8 : cov( e,t ,y,s ) - o










A10: cov(Yt,ys) - 0 (t,s-1,2,...;t~s)
All: cov(Yt,ds) - 0 (t,s-1,2,...)




Here a2 is an unknown parameter. The matrix W E M n PD is known,
P~P
just as the variable v(v ~ 0).
WA notice that v and W give the possibility of weighting the
variance of respectively ~ and 5t with regard to the variance of
et'
The structural parameters a and b snd the variance parameter a2
will be estimated from sample data.
The sample period is [0,1,....,T]. Hence the observed values of
YO~Y1~...,yT and x1,...,xT are given.
We introduce the following criterion:
T
min{ E[(Yt-(atYt)Yt-1-(btdt)'xt)2 } v-1 yt t 6t W 1 dt]~
t-1
IaeYt E R, b,5t E R p(t-1,....,T)}. (233)
The minimization problem (233) generates estimators á and b for
respectively a and b.
In an analogue manner as in the previous chapter one can verify
that these estimators are the solution of the following WLS problem:
T (y -ay -b'x )2
min{ E
t t-1 t I a E R, b E R p} .
t-1 (ltvyt-lfxtwxt
(23~)
An obvious estimator for o2 is given by2 1 T (Yt-aYt-1-b'xt)2
a . - T-p-1 t~, ,t„yt-ltxtwxt
. (239)
In models, with lagged endogenous variables, a least squares
criterion like (23~) generates in general inconsistent estimators.
It is of importance to know if under certain conditions the estima-
tors á and b have the asymptotical property of consistency after all.
An exact answer to this question requires an extensive study of
the theory of stochastic processes (stationarity properties and
asymptotical properties of autocorrelation functions) and rather
belongs beyond the framework of this research.
Therefore we restrict ourselves to an indication how the problem
can be investigated.
In the case v- 0 and W- 0 the model (220) corresponds to
y~ - ayt-1 t b'xt t e~ (t-1,2,...,).
The ass~ptions A1, Ak and A7 hold.
Analogue to the theory at the end of the previous chapter the
objective function (233) corresponds in the limit case to
(240)
T
min{ E (yt-ayt-l-b'xt)2~a E R, b E R p}, (241)
t-1
This is in agreement with (23~). Hence the estimators á and b are
the OLS estimators for a and b and the estimator for a2 is given
by
2 1 T , 2
~ - T-P-1 t~1 (Yt-syt-l-b xt) .
(2~2)
In [1k, p. 164] this model is discussed ín detail, specially with
regard to the asymptotical properties of the estimators (2b1),
( 24 2) for a, b and a2.
Under certain conditions these estimators are consistent.- 71 -
These conditions exist of some stationarity conditions with respect
to the stochastic process {y~}t ~ 0'
Asymptotical properties of the autocorrelation function are trans-
lated in asymptotical properties of the estimators.
Flirther the following assumptions are made:
(i) the resir9uals e,f (t-1,2,...) are indeperx3Pntly ami
ídentically distributed
(ii) the sequence {xt}tE N
is bounded
(iii) lál ~ 1.
If v- 0 and W E PD, the model ( 220) can be written as
~t - a~t-1 t (btdt)'xt t et (t-1,?,....). (243)
Here we have the following assumptions: A1, A3, A4, A6, A7, A9
and A12.
The objective function is given by
T
min{ E I(Yt-ayt-1-(btdt)'xt)2 t dt W-1 dt~~a E R,
t-1
b,dt E R p (t-1,...,T)}. (244)
We can write for (243):
~t - ay,t-1 t b'xt t ~ (t-1,2,...,T)~ (245)
where
E et - 0 (t-1,2,...,T) (246)
andFiu~ther
-72-
var(~) - a2(ltxt W xt) (t~1,2,...,T). (247)
cov(et,~) - 0 ( t,s-1,2,...,T;t~s). (248)
The estimators for a and b are again the solution of a WLS problem.
T (yt-ayt-~-b'xt)2
min{ E ~tx,Wx ~a E R, b E R p},
tx1 t t
An estimator of c~2 is given by
~





We are dealing with a heteroscedastic model: the residuals ~ are
mutually independent, but they are not identically distributed.
Anderson [14] requires the identical distribution of the residuals.
Hence we conclude that the investigation of finding conditions
with regard to the consistency of the estimators (249), (250),
can be reduced to finding conditions which will allow to relax the
assumption of identical distribution of the residuals.
We return now to the model (220) and the criterion (234). The model
can be written as
y,~ - ar~-~ t b'xt t~ (t-1.2,....,T), (25i)
where the error term ~ is given by
et: - Yt yt-~ t ó,t xt t et (ta1,2,...,T). (252)
The following difficulties arise, namely in (252) a product of-73-
two stochastic variables anpears and in (23~) the term yt-~ appears
in the denominator.
Probably the investigation of finding conditions for the estimators
(23~), (239) to satisfy the asymptotic property of consistency, is
very complicated here.
:~trong stationarity conditions will be necessary with regard to
the st,nchastic process
t~}t~0'ó. Conclusions, remarks and some futher research
Tn thc chaptt:rs 4 nnd '~ we di acussecl how the L'OT,:~ method r,an be.
applied to general econometric model.s. 'I'he exrunple, (lM~~I~rt f c~t'
L.R. Klein) is a small model (6 endogenous variablea, ~i exogenou::
variables and 21 periods). However, the number of unknown parameters
in the minimization problem amounts to 5?5. One can imagine how
this number increases when bigger models are considered. E.g.
in the IQein-Goldberger Model 20 endogenous variables, 13 exogenous
variables and 29 periods occur. This results in about 2500 unknown
parameters:
The Model I of L.R. Klein has the property that a significant
reduction of the OLS residuals is achieved by superposing compara-
tively small fluctuations on the data and the aprameters.
On account of the number of degrees of freedom (525 versus 74)
it is evident that we can expect a reduction. But it is surprising
that this reduction is so radical with relatively very small
fluctuations.
We will not give an explanation for this property. However, we
wonder if this property tells something about the validity of the
model.
We conclude that for the data oP Appendix D there exists close
to an autonomous model a time varying model with an essential
smaller residual part.
The COLS method (and also the CWLS method, which enables us to
consider the errors relatively) is an attempt of charging parameter
fluctuations and observation errors apprcximatively. We have not
seen this in literature before.
A statistical description oP models without observation errors
turned out to be reasonable in the static case, i.e. concerninp,
models without a time lagging structure. In the dynamic case e
statistical description becomes very complicated.In tl~e structural form of the model (1) we did not specify the way
the endogenous and exogenous variables are expressed: relatively or
absolutely. We shall discuss these two cases with relation to the
errors on the endogenous and exogenous variables on one side and
to the homogeneity of the COLS problem on the other side.
First we consider the case the model (1) describes the relative
growth of endogenous and exogenous variables. Then the COLS method
(6) is a homogenous problem with respect to yt and xt. Namcly,
multiplication by a factor k~ 0 of all the absolute sample data
y0'" ''yT'
x0,...,xT-~ does not influence the relative sample data
y0'" ''yT' x0'" ''xT-1
and hence this multi~lication does not
influence the objective function (6). However, observation errors
are superposed on absolute variables and it is not clear what is
the meaning of ~t and nt in (5) when yt and xt are relative variables.
If zt represents e relative growth of some variable (t-0,...,T)
then we have
zt - zt - zt-~ (t-1,...,T),
zt-~
( 253 )
where zt is the notation for the related absolute variable. We shall
prove that a given error vt on zt implies a class of errors ut
on zt. The errors ut are corresponding to real observation errors.
Suppose:
z }u -(z fu ) zt } vt - t t t-1 t-1 (t-~,..,,T). (25~)
zt-1}ut-t
This equation can be written as
ut - (itzttvt)ut-i - vt zt-~ (t-i,...,T). (255)
This difference equation defines a class of errors ~~t on the- 76 -
absolute variables zt.
In this class we can choose an optimal element, e.g. according to
the following criterion:
T
min{ E vt~vt -(tfzttvt)vt-~ s ~t zt-~. utsu0 E R
t~0
(t~t,...,T}}. l25~)
Next we discuss the case the equation (t) is dealing xith absolute
values oP the data. Then the COLS problem (6) is not homogeneous.
One can verify that the problem can be made homogenous by charging
the residuals and the observation errors in a relative xay:
T-1 Ir 12 1~ 12 1~ 12 1~ 12
min{ E[ t t t t t t 1 E 12 t 1 F




~Ytt1 } ~tt1 : (AtEt)(Ytt~t) t (BfFt)(xttnt) t rt.
q,Et E Mn~n~ B~Ft E Mn~m~ EtsETsrt E R n~
nt E R m (t:0,...,T-1)}, (257)
This criterion implies a CWIS problem:
Finally xe make some suggestions for further research regarding
the subject of this report:
to. It is of importance to determine classes of problems for which
the COLS method implies a considerable reduction of the OLS
residuals.
20. In chapter 2 xe did not prove the existence of a minimum.
Is it possible to construct a time series {YO'" ' 'YT' x0'" ''xT-1}-77-
such that the COLS method has a solution for which some of the
elements of A and B are equal to infinity?
30. In some econometric models the endogenous vector yt is not
fully observable, but just some of its components or some
linear combinations of its components. In the structural form
(1) an observable part appears:
tt1 t t
y - Ay t Bx
zt - CJ't (t-0,1,....).
Can we extend the COLS theory to this kind of models?
40. In the dynamic case the statistical properties of the estimators
should be investigated (see chapter 7).
0
5. The continuous analogy of the discrete model (1):
y(t) - Ay(t) t Bx(t) ( 0 ~ t ~ T),
where y:[ O,T] -~ R n and x:[ O,T] -~ R m are functions, ean be
investigated.References
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A vector function f:R n-~ R is differentiable with respect to x,
with gradient Dxf(x)(a column vector), if
f(xth) - f(x) t VXP(x)'h t o{h), (h -~ 0). (258)
Analogously we call a matrix functi~~n F:M i R di.fferentiable
n,m
with respect to X with ~radient DXF'(X) if
F(XtH) - F(X) t ( DXF(X),H)E t a(H), (H -~ 0). (25~i)
Here (,)E stands for the euclidean inner product of two matrices
in Mn m. This inner product is defined as
~
n m
(A,B)E: - E E Aij Bij (A,B E Mn~m).
i-1 j-1
Hence the property IA12 -(A,A)E holds.
(260)
From (?59 ) it follows that DXF(X) is a matrix in Mn m. One can
.
verify that the definition (25a) is a simple generalization of (`~53).
Examples
1. F(X) - IX12.
F(XtH) - IXtH12 - (XtH,XtH)E -
- (X,X)E t 2(X,H)E t (H,H)E -
- IX12 t (2X,H)E t IH12 -
- F(X) t(2X,H)E t O'(H), (H -~ 0).
Hence: DXF'(X) - 2X.- 8t -
2. F(X) 3 a'Xb, where a E R n, b E R m.
F(X}H) s a'(XtH)b - a'Xb t a'Hb - F(X) t(ab',H)E.
Thus we have: 4XF(X) - ab'.
3. F(X) - IXa12, where a E R m
F(XtH) L Y(X}H)aN2 ~ a'(XtH)'(XtH)a x
- a' X'X a t 2a' X'Ha } a'H'Ha -
- NXap2 t 2(Xa)'Ha f NHa12 a
- F(X) t(2Xaa',H)E t a(H), ( H -~ 0).
Hence: oXF'(X) - 2Xaa' .
Remark. In the examples 2 and 3 we used the following property:
X'AY -(xY~,A)E (x E R n,y E g m, A E Mn~m).Appendix B
In this section we shall prove that the following matrix is positivi~
definite:
R: -
IntA~A~tB~B~ i -A~ i
I ~
I ~I
~ I tA~A~tB~B~ ~ -n2
-A1 i n ~
~ ~ . ~ ~
~ ~ ~
~ . .
~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~
-~-? ~In}-'P-2-'P-2tBT-?BT-('! - '1'-t
C
It's evident that R E~n Tn'


























RT-1 - R, (263)
We shall use the Erinciple of mathematical induction for proving
that RT-~ E PD (and thus R E PD). It is clear that
R~ - In t A~A~ t B~Bá (264)-83-
so the property RD E PD holds. Now assume that for certain
t E{0,....,T-2} the property Rt E PD holds. In that case we shall








i ~ ~ ~ 0 Í -Att~ Í
IntAttlAttl}BttlBttl
(26~)
Furthermore we know that R E M . Now let z E
x(tt2)n
tfl (tt2)n,(tt2)n
and partition the vector z as follows:
z -
z3
z~Rt}1z - z~Rtz - 2 z2Att~z3 t
(266)











Hencez~Rttlz - z3(IntBttlBttl)z3 t (Att1z3 z2)~(Att1z3-z2)




where the matrix Rt E
M(tt1)n,(tt1)n
is defined as follows:
~ ~
I tA A'tg B' '-A' 0
Rt: -
n 0 0 0 0 ~ 1
~ ~
~ ~
A ~ ~ ~~
- 1 ~ ' ~ ~
~ ~ ` ` ~
` ` ~
~ ~ ~
~~ i ~ ~ 1~ -At-ltlntpt-lAt-ltBt-lBt-ti
0
0
The property Rt E PSD holds because we can write:
AO ~ -Ini 1 ~
~ A ' -I i 1 ~ n
~ ` ~ `
Rt - ~~ ~~
.
. 1` At-1 1 -In
1
0 Ap i-In Í 0
~ ~
































From equation ( 270) it follows that
z'Rtt1z - 0 p
z3(IntBt}~Bt}~)z3 - 0 n Atf1z3 - z2 n z'Rtz - 0. (273)
Hence z3 - 0 because the matrix In t Bt}1Btt~ E pD. Furthermore
z3 - 0 implies z2 - 0. N N
But if z2 - 0 then z'Rtz - z'Rtz. So z- 0 because of the assumption
Rt E PD: Conclusion: z- 0.
We did prove now that
z'Rt}~z - 0 p z- 0 . (27~)
From this equivalence if follows that Rt}~ E PD, and this completes
the proof.Appendix C
In this appendix we shall derive a sufficient condition for the
positive definiteness of the matrix
. (275)
which appears in the ecluation (14i,). Wc sha11 demonstrate that i:hc
matrix ( í''Í5 ) is positive definite ii' one of the matricee
A(2)A(2)'~ B(2)B(2)'~ C(2)C(2)~' D( 2)D(2)~
is positive definite.
We have:
r , R11 R12 r
~ R21 R22 ~





a 0 ~ 0 a - ~t[-l
a
B(1); A(1)
o ; o ~ . ~ .,








0 ~ 0 ~
Hence
.```, D(1) iC(1) ~ `.
. T-1
----------------












if and only if each of the three terms in the ri~ht-hand side of
the equation (27rí ) is equal to zero. FYom









it follows that r- 0. If r- 0 the other two conditions can be
reduced to:and
a - o. (;78)













a - 0 (277)
1
D(2) ~ ~(2) D(2) ; ~(2)
~ ~~ ~~~ .` ~ ~ .
`~~D(2) ~ ``0(2) ~D(2) ~`0(2)
, A(2),
~~` D(2)'
. ----- . C(2),




B(2)' a - o 0
A(2)' ~ ~ B(2)'
a - 0 0 1
J (28~)
A(2)' a t B(2)' a - 0
T-2 T-1





C(2)' ~ t D(2)' ~ - 0
0 1
D(2)' ~
C(2)' ~ } D(2)~ a - 0
T-2 T-1
C(2)~ a - 0 T-1
~
Now assume that e.g. A(2)A(2 E PD.
From (281 . it follows that
~, A(2)A(2)' a - 0.
T-1 T-1
Hence
Now it follows from (28~ ) that
hence
~, A(2)A(2)' a - 0
T-2 T-2 '
(282)An analogous argument results in respectively:
~T-3 -
0,...,aD - 0.
Conclusion: a - 0.
The assumption that B(2)B(2)~, C(2)C(2)~ or D(2)D(2)~ is positive
dePinite shoul~i gi ve the same result..
We proved now that, if one of the matrices
A(2)A(2)'~ B(2)B(2)'~ ~(2)~(2)'~ D(2)D(2)'
is an element of PD, the following equivalence holds:
r, R11 R12 r r
- 0 p - 0.
~ R21 R22 ~ ~
This implies that under the above asstunption the matrix
R11 R12
R21 R22
is an element of PD.- 9t -
A~pendix D
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